
Spanish

English

Languages

Team Leadership

Project Management

Business Development

GraphQL

Next JS

React

Typescript

Databases

Back End

Front End

Skills

Calle 27d sur 27b - 101

Envigado, Antioquia, Colombia

(+57) 350 348 1629

juancamiloqhz@gmail.com

juancamiloqhz.com

Details

Mechanical Engineering, EAFIT University, Medellín, Colombia

january 2004 - june 2009

MBA, EAFIT University, Medellín, Colombia

january 2010 - december 2012

Software Engineering, Self Directed


 Through self-directed learning and hands-on experience, I have become a 
proficient software developer with a strong track record of delivering high-quality 
solutions that meet and exceed industry standards.

january 2013 - presen

Education

Supernova Fireworks, Colombia and France


 Founder, CEO, artistic and technical leader
 Winners of 2014 International Fireworks Competition in Bordeaux, France

 Leverage my expertise in pyrotechnics and team management to design and 
execute stunning displays that amaze big audiences.

january 2010 - december 201

Freelancer Full Stack Developer


 I have had the opportunity to work with a diverse range of clients and projects, 
allowing me to continually learn and improve my skills

 I deliver customized, high-quality solutions that exceed client expectations 
through effective communication and collaboration.

january 2016 - december 201

Vibra Real Estate, Colombia


 Co-founder and CTO of , a Real Estate Startup in Colombia

 Responsible for driving the development of innovative technology solutions that 
align with our company's mission and vision

 Including designing, creating, and developing our products/services, as well as 
managing our technology team to ensure that we are delivering high-quality 
solutions to our customers.

december 2019 - presen

Vibra.la

Relevant Experience

As a software developer and entrepreneur with over six years of experience, I 
specialize in Full Stack Development, Team Leadership and Business Development. I 
have a strong track record of leading teams, developing innovative solutions, and 
collaborating effectively with cross-functional teams to deliver high-quality software 
solutions that exceed customers expectations.
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Juan Camilo Quintero
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